This paper presents a method to effectively introduce translation dictionaries into phrase-based SMT. Though SMT systems can be built with only a parallel corpus, translation dictionaries are more widely available and have many more entries than parallel corpora. A simple and low-cost method to introduce a translation dictionary is to attach a dictionary entry into a phrase table. This, however, does not work well. Target word order and even whole target sentences are often incorrect. To solve this problem, the proposed method uses high-frequency word in the training corpus. The high-frequency words may already be trained well, in other words, may appear in the phrase table and therefore be translated with correct word order. Experimental results show the proposed method as far superior to simply attaching dictionary entries into phrase tables.
Introduction
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems are built solely based on a large parallel corpus. The performance of SMT has improved by using "phrase" units for translation, rather that "word" units. With phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003) , the term "phrase" is used to mean a sequence of words, as opposed to a linguistical phrase. Within the phrase, the selection of target words and the order of target words are learned in advance and left unchanged during the translation process.
SMT systems are trained using only a parallel corpus. SMT cannot translate unknown words, words that do not appear in the parallel corpus. Furthermore, unknown words often destroy the entire translation, resulting in a sequence of scattered words that is beyond comprehension. There are many translation dictionaries available and they are a more common resource than parallel corpora. There are general dictionaries, such as EIJIRO 1 and EDICT 2 . Additionally, there are dictionaries with more technical/specialized terminology -dictionaries for patent, engineering, medical, legal, sport, entertainment, et cetera, such as LSD 3 . These are considered dependable because they have evolved not by using a fully automated process (which is exploited in the SMT paradigm), but by long-term human effort. It is reasonable to incorporate these valuable resources into SMT. We cannot expect a parallel corpus to include all necessary words. Even the publicly available and largest parallel corpus for the NIST MT competition (consisting 1 http://www.alc.co.jp/ 2 http://csse.monash.edu.au/ jwb/j edict.html 3 http://lsd.pharm.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/ of 8 million Chinese and English sentences) does not include many names of places and people. A mechanism is needed for handling words unseen in the parallel corpus. This paper puts focus on proper nouns because they are typically not found in the training corpus.
Phrase-based SMT
Here, we explain phrase-based SMT, which is now regarded as the de facto standard. Before we explain phrase-based SMT, however, we shall briefly describe word-based SMT (Brown et al., 1993) . This system is based on the noisy channel model. According to Bayes' law, the translation probability for translating source sentence f into target sentence e is represented as argmax e p(e|f ) = argmax e p(f |e) × p(e) (1) p(f |e) represents the translation model and p(e) represents the language model. Whereas word-based SMT bases translations word-by-word, phrase-based SMT is based on a phrase-by-phrase translation model. In phrase-based SMT as discussed in this paper, the right-hand side of equation 1 is as follows:
where p ϕ (f |e) is a phrase translation model, p LM (e) is a language model, p D (e, f ) is a distortion model and ω length(e) is a word penalty. These are weighted. The translation process of phrase-based SMT is as follows:
1. Segment the source sentence into phrases 2. Translate the source phrases in any order stochastically 3. Adjust the position of the target phrases stochastically Figure 1 shows phrase-based SMT with source phrases translated into target phrases. In each phrase, the word order is correctly maintained. All of the phrases in the translation process appear in a phrase table. The phrase table is a translation model for phrase-based SMT and consists of source language phrases and corresponding target language phrases and these probabilities. Figure 2 shows an example of a phrase table. 
Baseline Method
A simple and low-cost method to introduce a translation dictionary into phrase-based SMT is to add parallel word pairs in the translation dictionary to the phrase table with appropriate probabilities. This method, however, does not work well. Although words are translated correctly, positions of translated words are not always correct. This is very serious, especially for language pairs in which word order is very different, such as Japanese and English. Figure 3 shows how this method works in a case where the source sentence is the same as that used in figure 1, but the Japanese word " /nyuyoku (new york)" is replaced by the untrained Japanese word " /kadifu (cardiff)" (a local place name in Wales, UK).
In this example, the Japanese word " /kadifu" is translated to the English word "cardiff" correctly, but its position and the entire sentence become incorrect. This is because the Japanese word " /kadifu" is not included in any source phrases of the phrase table apart from the one we just added, even though constraint of word order in phrase-based SMT deeply depends on the phrase itself. The language model which controls word order also does not include the English word "cardiff" and so cannot decide the word position correctly.
Proposed method
Basic idea Figure 4 shows the process of the proposed method by example. Instead of using the baseline method which has the above problem, we propose a method which uses the high-frequency words in the training corpus. Prior to the translation, the untrained words in source sentences are replaced with high-frequency words in the training corpus. The target sentences are then acquired by translating the modified source sentences. Finally, the high-frequency words in the target sentences are replaced with target words for the untrained words. The reason why we use highfrequency words is that they may already be trained well, in other words, the high-frequency words may already appear frequently in phrase tables and therefore provide ample statistics. It is also important that the high-frequency word be of the same category as the untrained word. By using high-frequency words of the same category, the contexts of both the untrained words and the high-frequency words are usually the same. The modified source sentence with the high-frequency word is then translated as the original source sentence. Using figure 4 , we describe the process step by step. First, the untrained word " /kadifu" is replaced in the source sentence with the high-frequency and welltrained word, " /nyuyoku". Both " /kadifu" and "
/nyuyoku" are of the same category "place-name". Next, the entire modified source sentence is translated and the target sentence is acquired. Next, the target sentence is searched for the translated word "new york" . Finally, the high-frequency word "new york" is replaced with "cardiff".
Formal explanation
Using high-frequency words assumes that the untrained word and the high-frequency word will have the same context once replaced, as both the previous word and the following word remain the same. So, in the case of a language model, this is a trigram:
where w k are words in context, w OOV is the untrained word and w f req is the high-frequency word.
From equation 3, 
Because, by assumption, p(w i+1 |w f req )/p(w i+1 |w OOV ) is 1, the language model scores of both p(w i+2 |w OOV , w i+1 ) and p(w i+2 |w f req , w i+1 ) are equal. Figure 5 shows the overview of the proposed method. As preparation, categorize the untrained translation dictionary into a number of categories such as place, person, organization and so on. Next, collect high-frequency words from each category from the training corpus and attach the translated word to each collected high-frequency word, and last, make a "surrogate list" which keeps all of the above in pairs. A surrogate list is prepared for each category. Here is the algorithm which replaces the untrained word in a source sentence.
Algorithm
1. For each word in a source sentence 2. For each category in all categories 3. If a word is not in a dictionary of a category, go to 6 4. Acquire the frequent word from a surrogate list of this category and replace the word in the source sentence with this high-frequency word.
5. Keep a tuple of the untrained word and its replaced word pair in the replaced In step 3, when acquiring a high-frequency word from a surrogate list, check whether the highfrequency word is already in the source sentence. If the high-frequency word is in source sentence, skip this high-frequency word and acquire the next one. In step 4, a result of all replacements is kept in the replaced table. This table is used to search which untrained word is replaced with which high-frequency word.
Use top N high-frequency words
Use of the top high-frequency word may suffice if the training corpus is sufficiently large. However, if the training corpus is not so large, use of the top N(N ≥ 2) high-frequency word may prove better than the top high-frequency word. This is because the top high-frequency word may not necessarily be trained well under such a training corpus. That is to say, the top high-frequency word may not appear in the phrase table with the same context of the untrained word, but the top N high-frequency word does. And it can also be said that regardless of training corpus size, it is better to try all of the candidates in a surrogate list to compare the results. We have also conducted an experiment to confirm this.
Experiment

Setting
For experiment, we use ATR's BTEC(Basic Travel Expression Corpus) (Kikui et al., 2003) . This corpus contains basic expression for travel. Table 1 shows the size of this corpus.
We tagged the Japanese corpus using Chasen 4 and the English corpus using an in-house tagger at ATR and made both translation and language models for SMT system with these. These models were created using the training toolkit (Koehn and Monz, 2006) with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , mkcls (Och, 1999) and SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) .
We made two special test sets from the original test set to clarify the differences between the proposed method and the baseline method. First, sentences were collected from the Japanese test set which included words tagged as "place-general" by Chasen. Those words were then replaced with the /kadifu (cardiff)", " /potsumasu (portsmouth)" and " /berufasuto (belfast)". Second, sentences from the Japanese test set were collected, including words tagged as "person-name given" and "personname family" and were then replaced with untrained words " (naomichi)", " (mitsuaki)" and "
(nobukichi)" for given and " (koizumi)", " (osaza)" and" (nakasone)" for family. We named these new test sets place name test set and person name test set. An English test set was prepared corresponding to these new Japanese test sets and replaced words were the same as the new Japanese test sets. These new English test sets were used as reference sets for the Japanese to English translation experiment. These test sets are also used as test sets for the English to Japanese translation experiment.
In the baseline method, we add these untrained replaced word pairs to a phrase table with the same format as described above. Figure 6 shows an example of additional word pairs. In the proposed method, we set the top five high-frequency words to the surrogate list for each of the categories. Also, to ensure the advantage of the use of the top N high-frequency words, five modified source sentences are made by replacing the untrained words with the top five high-frequency words from the surrogate lists and the best translation result is chosen comparing scores as shown in equation 2. This is done if the untrained word is the only one in the source sentence to avoid any complexity of calculation.
We use Cleopatra made at ATR for the decoding, which is compatible with Pharaoh.
Result
Table shows results of an automatic evaluation. Values are scores of BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) . As the table indicates, the proposed method outperforms the baseline method with exception to the English to Japanese place name test set.
However, these BLEU scores are obtained by using only one reference set and have wide fluctuation, in contrast to using multiple references. To investigate further, differences between the translations produced by the two methods were checked using 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed a method to introduce a translation dictionary into a phrase-based SMT system and quantified the improvements.
In order to do this, we used a special test set to assess the differences between the proposed method and the baseline method. As a consequence, the test set became smaller than the original test set and in future research we would like to run experiements with a larger test set and/or multiple references.
In the case of inability to prepare a translation dictionary, we need to incorporate Named Entity recognition (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) and translation/transliteration (Knight and Graehl, 1997) into the proposed method.
Also, this paper proposed our method only for certain categories of proper noun. For more general words, such as nouns or adjectives, we have a plan to apply our method. To this end it is important to categorize these general words automatically and to create a surrogate list for each category automatically. 
